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The goal of PS Magazine is to help
operators and unit-level maintainers
perform better preventive maintenance.
Unfortunately, it seems PS isn’t getting
down to the troops as much as it should.

Whatever the reason, when troops
don’t get PS, the unit loses a real main-
tenance multiplier. Maintenance tips,
NSN changes, and other maintenance
updates improve maintenance ops, train
troops, and improve readiness—all at no
cost to the unit.

Help PS help your unit. Get the pubs
clerk to order enough copies. Get PS out
of offices and into dayrooms and motor
pools. See that PS is available for your
soldiers to read—and use.

GETTiNG PS
iN THE DESERT

Units which are deployed to Iraq and
have APO AE addresses use the Army in
Europe Publications System (AEPUBS) for
their publication accounts.

To get PS Magazine delivered to their
units, pubs clerks should follow AEPUBS
instructions for How Do I Establish a
Deployed Publications Account? on their
website at:

https://aepubs.army.mil
While waiting for AEPUBS to start

delivery of PS, units should have their
stateside rear detachments repackage
and forward the PS Magazines that are
still being delivered there.

PS is always
covering desert
maintenance…

…But I
haven’t

seen any
copies
here.
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HEMTT…

Dear Editor,
While stationed in Iraq, the heat sometimes got so bad that the

thermostat inside our HEMTT’s fan clutch actuator would lock in the
closed position. If the cooling fan can’t come on, the engine overheats.

Cargo is too precious to leave beside the road and you don’t want
to be stuck by yourself in the boonies. So we came up with a quick fix
to keep the fan turning and the truck in action.

If the engine starts to overheat and the cooling fan isn’t turning,
follow these steps:
1. Disconnect the intake

and outtake lines on the
actuator.
2. Remove the 90° fitting
from the actuator.
3. Screw the intake and
outtake lines into the 90°
fitting. The threading on
one side isn’t perfect, but it
will hold enough air pressure
to activate the fan.

4. Use a wire tie to hold
the lines out of the way of
the fan.

With the actuator
bypassed, the fan will work
continuously. That keeps the
engine cool and allows you
to complete the mission.

SSG Brad K. Brubaker
3/69th AR
Ft Stewart, GA

(Editor’s note:

An excellent BDAR fix,

Sergeant. Just remember to

report it immediately after

the mission so a mechanic

can fix the problem.)

don’t let
clogged

vent valves
put you in

danger!

Twist and tap cap to check

Connect lines to
90° fitting and
tie out of way

oh, man! this is
the last place I
want to be stuck

with an overheated
engine!

Drivers, remember to check the vent valves

on all four axles during the weekly checks.

If the valves won’t vent, your HEMTT

blows seals. Oil leaks out. Enough leakage

and the oil seeps into the brake pads. Then

you’ll have a hard time stopping.

It’s easy enough to check a vent valve.

Crawl underneath the vehicle and twist the

cap to loosen any dirt inside. Tap the cap. it

should depress and spring right back.

a quick
bdar fix can
get me on
the road!
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HEMTT…

D rivers, the only thing worse than a flat tire on a loaded HEMTT is two flat tires,

especially if one of ‘em is the spare.

But a flat spare is exactly what you

get if you load and unload the spare tire

with the valve stem at the 12 o’clock

position. The winch cable hooks the

valve stem and then tears or cuts it

when the tire is lifted.

So play it safe. For split rim wheels,

make sure the valve stem is at the bot-

tom of the wheel before you lift. If your

spare is on a bolt-together wheel, posi-

tion the valve stem between the 7 and 8

o’clock positions.

I haven’t got a
tire to spare if
my spare tire
isn’t loaded

and unloaded
the right way!

Make sure valve stem is at bottom
of tire on split rim wheels
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M984E1 HEMTT…

Dear Editor,
We’ve come across a serious number of leaking wheel seals, NSN

5330-01-048-6240, on our fleet of M984E1 HEMTT wreckers.
After investigating, we discovered that the inner wear ring was being

mistakenly installed on the wreckers’ wheels. The note on Page 12-21 of
TM 9-2320-279-20-2 (Apr 87 w/C4) specifically says the M984E1
does not take wear rings.

When installed, the ring damages the seal. The result is a Class III
leak and damage to the brake shoes and other internal parts, not to
mention a big mess on the ground.

Could you remind mechanics to leave the wear ring off when installing
a new wheel seal on the M984E1?

CW2 Carlos A. Acevedo
448th Eng Bn
Camp Arifjan, Kuwait

(Editor’s note: You’ve done a pretty persuasive

job of that already, Chief. Thanks for the info!)

see! I
told you
my wheels

didn’t
need a

wear ring!

whups!



The wiper seal on the suspension cylinder is supposed to keep the cylinder sur-

face clean and prevent dirt from scoring the oil seal at the top of the cylinder. 

Problem is, field conditions can loosen the seal, so it does no good at all.

Eyeball the cylinders on each

bogie. If the wiper seal is not

securely in place at the bottom

of the cylinder, look at it closely.

If it’s not damaged, clean it with

dry cleaning solvent.

Then coat the outer metal

shell with sealing compound,

NSN 8030-01-158-6070. Tap

the ring back into place in the

groove of the packing nut.
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M1000 HET Semitrailer…

Mechanics, with 10 bogies to maintain, the last things you need are chewed up

brake lines and suspension cylinder seals on an M1000 HET semitrailer.

But that’s what will happen if your operators don’t keep the bogie bottoms free

of crud and you don’t keep the suspension cylinder’s wiper seal in place.

Each of those 10 bogies collects lots of dirt, sand and mud during operation,

mainly because of how the bottom of the bogie is shaped. What goes in won’t come

out unless it’s removed by the operator.

The longer the gunk

stays, the more concrete-

like it becomes. And that

will flat wear out the air

brake lines.

Operators must make sure

the bogie bottoms are free of

crud after every operation.

Pressurized water gets rid of

most of it, but a little elbow

grease may be needed to get

all the gunk out from around

the air lines.

it’ll just
attract

dirt,
schweet-

heart

Don’t let
the sealing
compound
dry on the
cylinder
piston,
though. 

Clean out crud from bogie bottom
after every operation

Wiper seal loose? Clean and reinstall it

trailer bogies
and pm. sounds

like the beginning
of a beautiful
relationship.

play it
again,
bonnie!



what’s
wrong?

oooohhhg… my
batteries are being
drained because of
a loose generator!

A loose generator mount is a big problem, drivers. If it’s bouncing around, it won’t

do its job properly. And continued vibration is just going to loosen it more.

Problem is, it’s hard to tell by sight alone

whether the mounting bracket bolts are loose.

Here’s a quick way to check for loose bolts:

Grab the belts—top and bottom—and give

‘em a squeeze. Watch for any movement of the

generator or bracket. If you see anything more

than a tiny amount of movement, the bolts are

loose. Get your mechanic to tighten ‘em.

Squeeze belts and watch for generator movement
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HMMWV…

FMTV…

Dear Half-Mast,
Is there a cover for the M66

ring mount when it's mounted on
an FMTV? A cover would help us
protect the M66 from corrosion. 

CW2 D.C.

Dear Chief D.C.,
Yes, there is a cover. Order it with NSN

1005-00-707-0725. It costs about $90.
And it works with all M66 ring mounts,
not just the FMTV's.

is there a
Cover for
the M66

Ring Mount?



Dear Half-Mast,
We have a tank and

pump unit model
(97403) 13217E7130.
Is there a flowmeter
available to help us
keep track of fuel as
it’s pumped?

SSG C.L.
HHC 1st Armor Div
Baghdad Intl Airport

Dear Sergeant C. L.,

Your commander can OK using flowmeter assem-

bly, NSN 4930-01-108-9568, with that tank and pump

unit. It doesn’t come with the tank and pump unit, so

order it separately. It comes with all hoses and hard-

ware you need to mount it and hook it up. The

flowmeter lets you keep track of fuel as it’s dispensed.

There are no Army TMs covering parts, maintenance

or calibration, however.
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Tank and Pump Units…

600-Gal TPU Switch
Use NSN 5945-01-252-1412 to get the relay switch for the junction box assembly on the
600-gal tank and pump unit. This NSN replaces the parts info shown as Item 7, Fig 3 of TM
5-4930-230-23P.

Semitrailer Kingpin Gauge
Order NSN 5220-01-521-8643 to get a kingpin gauge for any semitrailer that uses a 21/2-
in or 3-in kingpin. The gauge is used to measure kingpin length, wear, straightness and
flatness of the bolster plate. Use the gauge during the kingpin’s semiannual PMCS check.

hey! where’d
you get the
flowmeter!?

There’s an
nsn for it

in this
month’s Ps!



Don't forget the Avenger not only shoots Stingers but bullets as well. Often, how-

ever, the M3P machine gun is forgotten during PMCS, which leads to jamming

instead of shooting when you go to the field. Here are ways to shoot down M3P

problems.

Don't let the M3P sit in the arms room for

weeks with no attention. Too many times

Avenger crews pull the machine guns out of

storage and find corrosion has made a deadly

appearance. The drill is that you're supposed

to clean and lube the M3P after firing. If the

M3P is going into storage, it's OK to give all

parts (except the bolt face) a heavy coat of

TW-25B (not CLP!). But as Page 4-2 in TM 9-

1425-433-10 clearly states, you're supposed to

"inspect, clean and lubricate every 5 days"—

not forget the M3P exists. 

Then when you take the machine gun out

for firing, clean and lube it like it shows begin-

ning on Page 4-3, making sure not to lube the

bore, chamber, T-slot on the bolt, the top of the

trunnion block, or in the buffer tube. 

When you're installing the M3P,

be careful not to bend the link ejec-

tor chute. A bent chute causes the

gun to jam. If you do accidentally

bend the chute, you can usually bend

it back into position with pliers. 

Remember that before you load

ammo you must push in the GUN

circuit breaker on the gunner's con-

sole. If you forget, you risk an acci-

dental firing, which could cause

your popularity to sink in what’s left

of your unit. 

When you're loading

ammo in the gun, you

should hear two distinct

clicks when the rounds

are in place. If you

don't hear two, push the

rounds in until you hear

a second click.
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Avenger Missile System…

Shoot Down Gun Problems

I think I
just heard
one click.

push anOther
round in.

Be careful with link
ejector chute

Push in GUN
circuit breaker
before loading

hey! I
need some
attention!

who’s
that?

oh, that’s
just that

avenger gun. 

those
missile guys

leave it in the
arms room
and forget
about it…

hey, some-
body!… any-

body?…
c’mon! razzin’

frazzin’…

ok guys, even though
I’ve just been sitting for

3 weeks you need to
clean and lube me again.
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Patriot Missile System…

Making Your Entrance

The modular protection entrance that's used on the Patriot's vans is not a high-den-

sity item with lots of repair parts in the supply system. If the entrance is damaged,

you probably won't be able to repair it unless you can fabricate parts locally. So you

could end up completely replacing the entrance just because of some minor dam-

age. And it's not cheap. But there are a few ways to make your entrance last. 

Use at least three people to set up the entrance. Two is not enough to erect it with-

out risking damage. 

Be careful carrying stuff in and out of the vans. If you keep banging the entrance's

door frame, eventually it will bend. That will probably mean buying a new entrance. 

During your weekly PMCS, check

that the six quick-release pins in each

entrance are inserted all the way and

they're connected to lanyards. The pins

work out and disappear. Missing pins

can cause the entrance to collapse. 

Of course, don't jerk on the door. 

Its hinges can break or pull out of 

the frame. 

hey! you
guys are
bending
my frame!
now I’m a
goner!

Make
sure all
6 pins
are fully
inserted
and
tied to
lanyards
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M16A4 Rifle, M4/M4A1 Carbine…

Dear Half-Mast,
We are having trouble finding

modular weapon system parts
for our M16A4 rifles and
M4/M4A1 carbines. Where
should we look?

CPT J.P.
TM 9-1005-319-23&P lists MWS
parts for M16A4 and M4/M4A1

good
idea. Half-
mast will

know
where to
get mws
parts.

“Dear half-
mast…”

Captain, Look
in Change 6 to
TM 9-1005-319-

23&P. 

Where Do I Find MWS Parts?

Fig C-17 lists the
components for the
M16A4's M5 adapter

rail and Fig C-21
lists those for the

M4/M4A1's M4
adapter rail. 



one hole
or lower!

that’ll keep
us both
happy!
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Machine Gun Mounts…

Low is the way to go while firing

the MK19 machine gun on the

M6 pedestal. 

When the M6 is set any higher

than one hole exposed, it can

interfere with the recoil of the

MK19, especially in the cold. So

set the M6 at one hole exposed or

lower to fire the MK19. 

In very cold weather (-50° F or

below), fire the M2 machine gun

on the M6 no higher than one

hole exposed. The M6 can also

interfere with M2 recoil, but only

in extreme cold.

Machine Guns…

terrible things happen when you fire

and fire your machine gun without

switching barrels. The barrel becomes

VERY HOT, which can cause:

That's why the M2, M240, and M249 machine guns come with a spare barrel and

why it's important you keep track of rounds fired and rate of fire. Take the spare to

the field and change barrels when your machine gun needs it.

M2 Limits Changed
The rule on when you change the M2

machine gun's barrel has changed. The

old rule was that you changed the M2

barrel at the end of a day of firing no

matter how many rounds were fired. No

more. If you're firing single shot, you

can still wait until the end of the day to

change barrels. But if you're firing slow

fire (40 or fewer rounds per minute),

change the barrel every hour and if

you're firing rapid fire (200 rounds per

minute), change it every 1/2 hour.

Other Machine Gun Limits
For the M240, change the

barrel every 10 minutes during

sustained fire (100 rounds per

minute) and every two minutes

during rapid fire (200 rounds

per minute). 

For the M249, during both

sustained fire (40 rounds per

minute) and rapid fire (100

rounds per minute), change the

barrel every 200 rounds. 

Change the barrel even more

frequently on hot days. Heat

heats up the barrel quicker. And

remember blanks heat up a bar-

rel just as much as live rounds.

speaking
of changes,
the firing

limit for m2
barrels has
changed.

I’m burning
up and I

haven’t even
fired a round

yet!!

you gotta
change it!!

• a cookoff

• a warped barrel

• a worn-out bolt and barrel

• ruined headspacing, which can cause the 
machine gun to explode during firing

don't spare the spare barrel

hey! you
know you’re
s’posed to
change my

barrel more
often now…
don’t you?

enough already!
are you trying to
ruin my barrel?
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MK19 Machine Gun…

If the MK19 machine gun drive levers can't move ammo forward, it comes to a dead

stop on firing. Keep the drive levers on the move with these points:

• MWO 9-1010-230-50-1 replaces the sec-

ondary drive with an adjustable lever. But

you must be careful how you remove the

new lever. If you use a hammer to knock it

out of the top cover assembly, you could

damage the area in the cap screw where the

hex head fits. Then you may have to replace

the cap screw because it will create adjust-

ment and disassembly problems. 

Use a small rubber mallet or block of

wood to push out the lever or gently pry 

it off on the bottom of the cover with the

MK19 wrench.

• Once the MWO has been applied, you can't switch levers between MK19s. Each

machine gun's lever has been adjusted to that particular gun. A different lever may

put rounds in the wrong position, which causes jamming. 

• When you put the secondary drive

lever back together, make sure its washer

is centered. If you put it on upside down,

the washer is off-center and the second-

ary drive lever assembly will be difficult

to install. And if you do get it in, it will be

difficult to remove the drive lever later. 

Make sure washer
is centered

Gently pry lever with MK 19 wrench

I don’t know… I just
seem to have lost my

drive—my driving
lever that is.

Good Leverage for Feeding
what’s
wrong?



• barrel wrench,
NSN 5120-01-138-4797

• round removal tool,
NSN 5120-01-347-1884 

• combination assembly tool,
NSN 1010-01-130-3435

• 7-in slip-joint recoupling/relinking pliers,
NSN 5120-01-021-7472

• feed slide adjustment tool,
NSN 1005-01-467-9435

• adjustable secondary drive lever,
NSN 3040-01-475-2685

• bore constriction gauge assembly,
NSN 1010-01-138-4862

• ogive plunger assembly tool,
NSN 1010-01-130-3434

All of these tools can be found on

WP 0100 00-1 in TM 9-1010-230-23&P and on

WP 0017 00-6 in TM 9-1010-230-10.
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MK19 Machine Gun…

Dear Half-Mast,
I think there are too many

armorers who don't have all the
special tools needed to work on
the MK19 machine gun. It would
help if you would put a list of
the special tools and their
NSNs in PS so armorers would
know what they're missing.

Kent Hubert
DOL
Ft Richardson, AK

Consider
it done.

Here's the
list…

Read this
letter and
pass it on!

Tools Every Armorer Needs



Tankers, if the breech on your tank seems to take forever to close, deformed breech-

block springs could be the culprit.

If they’re left com-

pressed for extended peri-

ods of time, the springs lose

their spring. They just don’t

have enough oomph left to

close the breech quickly.

So if you’re going to

park your tank for a while,

make sure the breech is

closed when you leave.

That not only releases the

pressure on the springs, but

it helps keep dust and cor-

rosion-causing moisture

out of the breech, too.
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M1-Series Tanks…

Keep the Spring in
breechblock

Your mechanic
can replace

sprung springs
with NSN 5360-

12-179-2979.

what’s
with the
breech
today? 

it closed
so slowly
I coulda
used an

hourglass
to time it!

the breech-
block springs

must be
sprung!

Keep breech closed
to protect springs



If your tank’s replenisher has been drained for maintenance, or if you’re preparing

for a firing exercise, you must remember to check the FRH level in the replenisher,

crewmen.

If the recoil system is low on fluid,

the main gun could recoil uncontrol-

lably the next time it’s fired. When that

happens, the cannon shears its retaining

bolts and slams into the ammo compart-

ment—bad news for anyone who hap-

pens to be in the way!

Just making sure the FRH reaches the

MIN LEVEL mark on the replenisher

isn’t good enough, either. If there’s air

in the system, the replenisher could give

you a false reading.

Go ahead and bleed the system, following the instructions on Page 2-344 of TM

9-2350-255-10-1, Page 2-369 of TM 9-2350-264-10-1, Page 2-729 of TM 9-2350-

288-10-1 and Page 2-686 of TM 9-2350-388-10-1. Bleeding the recoil system will

remove excess air and give you an accurate reading.

Make a note of this requirement until it can be added to the BEFORE operations

PMCS tables.

Air in recoil system can give
false reading on replenisher
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M1-Series Tanks…

Don’t Recoil
from Recoil Check
awright you

guys, let’s go
for a perfect
score on the
range today!

there won’t be anything perfect
about this firing exercise if you don’t

check my replenisher level!
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M88A1 Recovery Vehicle…

New Clamps Save Fingers

Dear Editor,
The metal transmission line, NSN 4710-01-184-4896, shown as Item

7 in Fig 179 of TM 9-2350-256-24P-1, comes in two pieces that are
joined together with a rubber hose and two hose clamps.

The problem we have
is with the clamps,
NSN 4730-00-908-
3194, that come with
the transmission line.
They are too large.
After tightening the
clamps, the ends stick
out about two inches.

Those ends are real-
ly sharp, so it’s very
easy to cut yourself.

We’ve started sub-
stituting smaller hose
clamps, NSN 4730-
00-908-3195.

Those clamps don’t
have the longer ends,
so you don’t have to
worry about getting cut.

Peter Kohler
Maintenance Activity
Vilseck, Germany

(Editor’s note: That idea’s a cut above!  If you

don’t want to replace the bigger clamps, loosen

and rotate them so that the ends are under-

neath the hose instead of on top of it.)

thanks for
installing that new
transmission line!

that’s the
last work

I’ll be doing
for a while!

those hose
clamps cut
my hands to
shreds!!

Ends of
clamps
stick out
and can
cut

Replacement
clamps are
finger safe
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M2/M3-Series Bradleys…

Tell Sand to Shove Off!

For those deployed to Iraq, sand is a constant headache. It gets in your clothes, your

food, and if you’re not careful, into the fuel tank of your Bradley.

Sand gathers around the cracks and crevices of the fuel cap filler neck. Then it falls

into the fuel tank when the cap is removed for refueling.

It may not seem like much, but eventually enough sand will accumulate to clog the

fuel filters and burn out the fuel pump.

Getting the sand out is a real hassle.

Your mechanic will have to remove the

fuel canisters and clean ‘em. If it’s bad

enough, the fuel cells may even have to

be purged.

Your best bet is to keep that sand from

ever getting into the fuel tank. Before

opening the fuel cap, blow away all the

accumulated sand first. Then, wrap a

clean cloth around the fuel nozzle while

refueling to keep out blown sand.

Don’t forget to drain the fuel filters every day. That’ll clear out any contamination

that does get in.

Blow sand away before opening fuel cap

you gonna
{cough} fill me
up with fuel…
{hack!} or
sand?

we’ve got
another mission
to take care of!

we’d better
get you

refueled.



Exercise
You would have trouble moving if

you sat in the same position for
days or even weeks. Same goes for
your MLRS. If it sits and sits with
no exercise, moving parts start hav-
ing trouble moving. The answer is
weekly exercise. If you can actually
take your MLRS out on the road,
that would be ideal. If that's not
possible, start it up and run it at
high idle (1,000 rpm) for an hour.
That charges the batteries. Bring
the firing system up, move the LLM
in all directions, and simulate loading
and unloading pods. Try to give all
the moving parts a chance to move. 

Lube According to the LO
If you try just to remem-

ber everything that needs
lubing, you'll probably miss
some things. One that we
find is often missed is the
boot for the cab lift. If you
don't lube it, the cab will be
difficult to raise and lower.
Something that the LO
doesn't mention and should
are the four lube points
under the foot pedal plate.
Lube them with a light-
weight oil monthly or the
accelerator pedal will bind.

Relax the Cab Lift Mechanism
If you leave the mechanism

tightened down after securing
the cab, the hinge that holds the
cab in place could break when
the cab bounces up and down on
the road. After you lower the cab
all the way down, turn the nuts
on the two cab anchors 3/4 turn
past finger tight. Then turn the
cab lift mechanism counterclock-
wise until you feel it relax. 

SGT Kenneth Berry
SPC Joseph Myers
SGT Daniel Bryant
1/39 FA
Ft Stewart, GA
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(Editor’s note: Your suggestions

should fire up MLRS crews every-

where. Thanks for the help.)

MLRS…

Lessons Learned
the Hard Way

Dear Editor,
Through our experiences with the MLRS in the field, we've learned

these lessons the hard way. We hope they make operating easier for
other MLRS units. 

Check the Generator
One of the first things you learn about the MLRS is how important

voltage is for it to operate properly. If the launcher doesn't get 27.5 to
29 volts, it starts having system faults. Most of the time weak batteries
are the cause and replacing batteries cures the problem. But sometimes
it's the generator that's the culprit, not the batteries. You replace the
batteries and soon start getting faults again because of weak voltage. 

So before you start swap-
ping out any batteries, dig out
your multimeter and do a volt-
age check on the generator.
With the engine running, put
the positive lead on the gen-
erator's power point and the
negative lead to ground. If you
don't get a reading between
27.5 to 29, you might have a
generator problem. Have your
mechanic check it out before
replacing any batteries.

Do voltage check on generator
before replacing batteries

Turn cab lift
mechanism
counterclockwise
until you feel
mechanism relax

Don’t forget lube
points under foot
pedal plate and… …cab lift boot

I feel so much better
since I started this weekly

exercise program.

thanks
for taking
one for

the team!!
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Underneath
Now check the bottom of the fuel cap.

Dirt and sand that collect around the filler neck can keep the cap from screwing

on properly. That can bend the metal lip inside the fuel tank opening which, in turn,

damages the gasket on the underside of the fuel cap.

Make sure you brush or blow away any dirt and sand before opening the fuel cap.

Then, make sure the filler neck area is completely clean before closing the fuel cap.

Inside
Before screwing the fuel cap back in place, pull out

and check the fuel strainer inside the filler neck.

If the strainer is clogged with sediment, clean it

thoroughly with dry cleaning solvent. Then inspect the

strainer for any cuts or tears.

M113-Series FOV…

Don’t Forget Fuel Cap PM

Topside
Some of you may forget that there’s a screen cap and

rubber vent grommet on top of the fuel cap. If it’s not

cleaned every 6 months—more often in dusty, sandy

environments—the cap gets plugged with dirt. That cre-

ates a vacuum and causes fuel flow problems.

Here’s how to inspect and clean the cap and grommet:

1. Grip the tang in the center of the fuel cap with a pair of

pliers and pull the screen cap out.

2. Eyeball the grommet in the

fuel cap. If it’s damaged,

replace the entire fuel cap.

3. Clean the screen cap with

dry cleaning solvent.

To keep fuel in
your M113-series
carrier moving

takes good PM on
every component

of the fuel
system—including

the fuel cap,
NSN 5342-01-

083-5674.

Remove
screen
cap Clean dirty screen with

dry cleaning solvent

if you find
any damage,
replace the

strainer using
NSN 4730-00-
701-3921.

a little fuel cap PM {cough}
would’ve kept me {eehack}

purring right along.

Check strainer
for damage
after cleaning

Brush away dirt from filler opening… …to prevent damage to fuel cap gasket

With good PM, I
feel like I'm ready
to protect my M113
from dirt, sand and
any other bad guys!

hooah!
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M992A2 Ammo Carrier…

Don’t Forget the Fire Wire

follow
the decal

instructions
to avoid

damaging the
fire wires.

Before you pull the
engine deck plates to
remove the M992A2’s
powerpack, ask your-
self one question,

mechanics… 

“A new fire wire will cost you more
than $1,300, so it’s an expensive

thing to forget.”

“The fire, or thermal, wires are
connected to the bottom of those

plates and will snap or rip loose
if you forget to disconnect them.”

WARNING

DISCONNECT AFES

THERMAL WIRE PRIOR

TO REMOVING GRILLES

AND

REMOVING/INSTALLING

THE POWER PACK

…“Did you
remember to
disconnect

the fire wires
first?”

if the decal
is missing,
replace it

with NSN 7690-
01-329-4634.

Look for a
reminder

decal under
the air intake

grille.
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PS Magazine Index No. 59
Issues 614 through 625 (January-December 2004)

Filter indicator light gasket 619 37
Fuel sampling tool 616 35
Hydraulic fluid use 618 36
Hydraulic reservoir overfilling 622 36
Pitot tubes–Don't grab 619 38
Radio cable damage 622 35
Stabilator amplifier shipping 617 35
T700 engines–Unserviceable turn-ins 620 61
Tail rotor balance hardware chart 621 36
Tail rotor hardware color coding 619 36
Tail rotor shaft damper check 618 38
Tail rotor shaft storage rack 617 36
Wheel assembly fixture 616 38
AIRCRAFT, GENERAL
Bottled gases 615 37
Cleaning compounds approved 621 38
Desert redeployment cleaning 620 35
Fuel sampling tool 616 35
Hydraulic reservoir servicing unit 625 35
Landing mats 614 60
Ocean shipping 623 61
Redeployment processing 614 61
Remove Before Flight streamers 624 39
Shipping containers 620 38
Tire inflation 616 36
Transportation info CD-ROM 623 37
ALARM, CHEMICAL
M8A1–PMCS, Field use 622 22
M22 ACADA–PMCS 625 52
ALICE
Pack frame, suspenders, belt, parts 618 55
AMDF
Price challenge on-line 617 50
ANTENNA, AB-1373
Elevation cable lubing 619 45
Lightning rod assembly 621 43
Winch assembly flat belt 618 44
Winch care 617 42
ANTENNA, AS-3900
Assembly, disassembly tips 625 40
ANTENNAS
Cold weather tips 624 42
AOAP
Sampling pump O-rings 614 47
Tubing NSN 615 60

AIR CONDITIONERS
F18H MPI–CB/pressure switch cover 623 43
F18H MPI–Condenser screw damage 617 40
F18H MPI–Cover, cleaning, filters 620 44
F18H MPI–MODE switch OFF position 619 41
Portable coolers 620 51
AIRCRAFT AVIONICS
AN/ALQ-144 cover melting 618 35
ARC-220 radio help 623 38
AIRCRAFT FORMS
Electronic 2410 reporting 618 50
AIRCRAFT GROUND SPT EQUIPMENT
LAMS–Parts, maintenance 617 57
Maintenance stand–Brackets 622 61
AIRCRAFT LIFE SUPPORT EQUIP
Airsave vest–Snap seating 619 35
AMSS–Matches 624 38
Aviation modular survival system kits 619 39
HGU-56/P–Earcup assembly NSN 623 39
HGU-56/P–Track NSNs 623 40
Life preserver check revisited 614 61
Training course address 619 37
AIRCRAFT,  AH-64, APACHE
30mm gun–Loading 614 38
APU filter clogging 624 35
Cable checks 615 35
Canopy jettison handle door drain hole 614 40
Fuel sampling tool 616 35
Latch cleaning, lubing 625 39
AIRCRAFT,  CH-47, CHINOOK
Refueling–Test switch positions 614 35
AIRCRAFT,  OH-58, KIOWA
Component returns 621 35
Engine barrier material cleaning 622 61
Fuel sampling tool 616 35
Ground handling wheels 615 38
Seat cushions 615 39
Weapon pylon, jettison cable damage 615 36
AIRCRAFT,  UH-60, BLACK HAWK
AN/ARC-200 radio covers 624 36
AN/ARC-220 antenna–Couplings 617 38
APU access door latch damage 623 36
APU sand ingestion 625 38
APU vent screen protection 623 35
Bifilar pin removal aid 614 36
Engine wiring connector damage 617 39

Subject Issue/Pg Subject Issue/Pg

27
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ARMORED COMBAT EARTHMOVER, M9
Brake system air tank draining 620 26
Fan belt tensioner, hydraulic line straps621 22
Fuel tank draining 621 26
Relay damage from feet 620 26
AVLBS
Brake line quick disconnects 615 9
Holddown hydraulic manifold hoses 624 8
Hull access plates, plugs needed 621 7
BACK COVER
Aircraft Tool FOD 615 62
First Aid Kits and Combat Lifesaver... 617 62
Hey, You!  Don’t Fry Your Turbo... 623 62
Night Vision Goggles Must be Purged 618 62
Not Securing Equipment... 620 62
PM is not Just for Equipment 619 62
PM Starts from the Bottom Up 624 62
The Going a Little Bumpy? 625 62
The Key to Good Commo 621 62
The Preventive Maintenance You Did 622 62
What Are You Riding On? 616 62
When Something Is About to Pop… 614 62
BACKHOE, HYEX
Air filter system cleaning 614 24
Fuel tank strainer and gauge 615 21
Mud removal 615 23
Swing bearing lubing 615 20
Track adjuster cylinder fittings 615 22
Undercarriage PM 617 24
BATTERY, DRY-CELL
Battery tester correction 615 60
Zinc-air battery can replace BA-5590 625 44
BATTERY, LEAD-ACID
Battery box liner 614 12
BATTERY, LITHIUM
Battery venting safety procedure 614 42
BATTERY, NICKEL-CADMIUM
Caps to protect receptacles 616 60
BOAT, TUG
Centrifugal pump 622 12
Life preserver 622 12
Ventilator blower 622 12
BRIDGE BOAT, TWIN-JET
BII boat hook 620 60
MKII–Engine dipstick 619 25
CABLES
Cold weather handling 624 44
CAMOUFLAGE
LCSS not available anymore 616 61
CAN, WATER
Inspecting, cleaning 619 50

CANTEEN
Parts, cap fix 619 52
CARBINE, M4-SERIES
Adapter rail system corrections 625 61
Adapter rail system mounting 623 14
Backup iron sight 624 21
Bag to protect 617 16
Barrel looseness check 620 16
Cleaning kit–No kit, order parts 622 17
Extractor spring update 625 3
Firing pin dents rounds 625 2
Light to check chamber 616 15
M16, M4, M203–Differences 615 13
CARC
Rubber hose, lines protected 622 12
Water-dispersal CARC introduced 621 8
CARRIER, AMMO, M992
Conveyor removal 618 61
Engine access grill pin 617 8
Glow plug current regulator 625 61
Track, sprocket wear 622 9
CARRIER, PERSONNEL, M113 FOV
Blower driveshaft removal tool 615 6
Brake shaft lubing 623 8
CP carrier–Generator fuel 617 7
Desert track checks 618 2
Idler wheel support arm lubing 624 7
Ramp non-slip coating 617 6
Ramp operation 625 24
Single-pin track assembly 620 5
Turn-in of repairables 616 8
CLOTHING
Body armor explained 620 60
ECWCS–Use and care tips 623 49
ECWCS–Underwear washing 624 55
ECWCS–Water repellency 622 51
Extreme cold weather hood care 623 52
Mittens, inserts–Care, cleaning 623 54
Physical fitness badge 620 56
Sleeping bag–Care, cleaning 624 52
CLOTHING, PROTECTIVE
Body armor vest care 620 48
Body armor vest NSNs 618 54
JSLIST–Manuals, cleaning 616 46
JSLIST–Sizing 617 58
JSLIST–Special order odd sizes 624 46
JSLIST–Wear tips 616 48
COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION EQUIP
Bobcat--Expendable supplies 624 22
John Deere source in Kuwait 625 60
Turbocharger damage 614 26
COMMO ACCESSORIES
Parts storage bags 622 42
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COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
Cold weather tips 624 40
Decal with phonetic alphabet 625 43
ESD protection for components 623 42
FHMUX installation kits 622 43
Overhead power line safety 623 44
Safe cleaning substances 625 43
Shop DC power source grounding 619 44
TGMD – Fuse holder NSN 618 45
COMPACTOR, 815F
Air filter cleaning 618 18
Cab floor cleanup 616 25
Engine oil, coolant checks 618 20
Fan bearing lubing 618 21
Oil sampling tubing 618 19
Radiator air flow 616 26
COMPASS
Dial lock-down feature 621 54
Old compasses turned in 621 55
COMPUTERS & SOFTWARE
AKO collaboration site 614 53
Computer PM in the Desert 621 27
DA Form 5988-E–Tracking PMCS 619 56
Electronic 2410 reporting 618 50
Replacement odometer settings 623 59
SAMS end user manuals 623 58
CONTINUITY
An Ideal Invention 615 27
Computer PM in the Desert 621 27
Mogmart's School of Magical  PM 618 27
Leave It To Beaver "PM by the TM" 620 27
Life is a Croc 619 27
Stay Warm and Alive This Winter 623 27
The Future of PM 622 27
The Pirates of PM 616 27
The PM Family Fued 625 27
Victory Belongs to the Swift... 624 27
COTS
Hospital–Parts 614 52
Parts, rivet replacements 622 54
CRANES
22-ton–Steering gear damage 619 18
LRT-110–Tire NSN 625 60
SCAMP–Latch kit for hook block 625 61
DECON
M12A1–Diesel conversions 621 47
M12A1–Idling, lubing, diesel engine 623 47
M17-Series–Engine belts 617 46
M17-Series–Fuel priming, pump, 614 20
M17-Series–Regular exercise 615 49
M17-Series–Starting, fuel tips 621 48
M17-Series–Suction hose collapses 620 23

DEUCE
Winch breather valve 623 22
Winch clutch warning 615 26
Winch PM 621 24
EDITORIAL
As Years Roll By 622 1
Failure to Communicate 615 1
Fight the Next Battle Now 620 1
Give It Time 621 1
PM talk 616 1
PMCS, A Vital Link 617 1
PS Magazine is Online 619 1
Remembering What We Have 624 1
Second-rate effort 618 1
The Prinicple of Preventive Maint 625 1
What About The ‘Little’ Picture? 623 1
What’s PS Worth to You? 614 1
FED LOG
FED LOG primer 621 56
Interactive help tips 623 57
Query use 622 58
Training for users 625 56
Views organize data 624 58
FLASHLIGHT
MX-991, MX-992 filters, bulbs 625 49
Three-cell flashlight NSN 624 51
FORKLIFTS
6K VRFL–Wheel O-ring 615 25
ATLAS–Solenoid NSN replacement 625 60
FORMS, GENERAL
DAF 5988E–Tracking PMCS 619 56
Legibility counts 618 52
Weapon record card electronic 620 8
FOX NBC VEHICLE
A/C condensers, condensation 618 48
Drain hole cleaning 621 46
GENERATOR, SMOKE
M56/M58–Oil pressure, OVERTEMP 624 47
M56–Storage case drain 620 22
M58–Purge valve cleaning 619 48
GENERATORS, GENERAL
Battery covers 616 61
Cold weather tips 624 45
GENERATORS, SMALL
3-KW TQG–24-volt starter NSN 620 46
3-KW TQG–Exhaust pipe cracks 620 47
5-, 10-KW TQG–Filters 614 61
5-KW DED–Oil filter 618 61
MEP-802A,-803A–Doors closed to run 619 40
GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM
PLGR battery caps 615 54
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PLGR memory battery 616 40
PLGR parts 623 61
PLGR parts, pubs, repairs 620 40
PLGR warranty repairs 625 42
PLGR, EPLGR–Software update 622 46
GRADERS
130G–Breather valve cleaning 619 24
130G–Moldboard cleaning 623 24
130G–Sand PM 623 25
130G–Tandem PM 618 22
Battery box cover cable grommets 619 26
GRENADE LAUNCHER, M203
M16, M4, M203–Differences 615 13
M4  mounting, firing pin, cleaning 619 14
GROUNDING
Surface wire grounding kit 615 40
GUN, MACHINE
AN/PVS-4–Mounting on M240, M249 620 17
Lubing contradictions in manuals 622 20
M2–Bolt stop stud 620 15
M2, MK 19 TM errors corrected 624 21
M249–Gas regulator collar removal 625 5
M249–Slide assembly DS job 616 15
Machine gun mounting options 621 14
MK 19–Catch bag 614 19
MK 19–Feed throat needed 614 19
MK64 mount modification 614 18
Mounts–No fabrication, mods allowed 620 14
HARDWARE
Garden hose fittings 624 51
Thread repair kit 620 55
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND WASTE
MSDS source 622 48
HEARING PROTECTION
Noise levels 618 58
Warning decals 624 56
HEATER, PERSONNEL
A-20–Fuel line connecting 623 9
A-20–Welding precautions 614 9
HEATER, SPACE
Convective–Carbon buildup, cleaning 615 56
Convective–Fuel hose 624 61
Convective–MCPS wall kit for heater 615 58
Convective–Tent overheating 615 55
FOSH–Fuel settings, air needed 624 48
HELMETS
AN/PVS-14–Mount for ACH 621 45
CVC–Cleaning, stowage 614 44
CVC–MK-1697/G parts 622 40
HGU-56/P–Earcup assembly NSN 623 39

HGU-56/P–Track NSNs 623 40
HGU-56/P–Visor track cleaning 624 37
Kevlar–Inspecting, cleaning 620 52
Kevlar–NSNs, parts 621 50
HOWITZER, GENERAL
Azure Blue cleaner OK to use 623 9
GLPS–Battery repairable 624 60
GLPS shipping 624 19
HOWITZER, SP, M109A6 PALADIN
ACU offset data 624 9
Hydraulic system sand removal 617 9
HOWITZER, SP, M109-SERIES
Engine access grill pin 617 8
Engine oil dipstick 615 8
Glow plug current regulator 625 61
Muzzle brake, bore evac cleaning 616 8
Track, sprocket wear 622 9
INTERCOM SETS
M42 Mask intercom hookups 614 41
INTERNET
AKO collabration 615 50
AKO email accessable three ways 623 60
MWO web site update 622 61
Online sources 617 58
Online resources 615 50
PM ideas shared 616 58
Radio set online tutorials 615 54
KITCHEN EQUIPMENT
Container kitchen–Expansion tips 616 50
Ice storage chests 619 53
Insulated food containers 623 56
Lister bag NSN 615 60
MKT–Liquid dispenser parts 620 53
MKT–Setup, handrails, packing up 621 52
LIGHTING
Floodlight set–Ground wires added 623 41
LITTERS
Medical litter repair 614 50
LOADER, SCOOP-TYPE
MW-24C–Scoop PM 619 22
MW-24C–Lifting cylinder bushing 619 23
LOGISTICS AUTOMATION
PM ideas shared 616 58
LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT
RF ID tags 615 52
Deployment assistance available 621 58
FED LOG primer 621 56
Record keeping system revised 620 60
LUBE AND PUMP UNIT
PM92-133–Brake booster, cylinders 623 21
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MAINTENANCE EXCELLENCE AWARDS
2003 Award winners 621 61
Nomination procedure 622 57
Nominations for award 620 61
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT
Army materiel status reports 625 54
PMCS importance 617 52
Two levels of maintenance 619 60
MASK, PROTECTIVE
Canister, filter element serviceability 619 49
Drink tube cleaning 615 46
M40, M42, M45–Quick disconnect 619 61
M40, M42–Cleaning 618 47
M40, M42–Demil codes 625 61
M40, M42–New inlet valve 615 48
M40, M42–Optical insert insertion 618 46
M40, M42–Second skin needed 617 47
M40-Series–PMCS cards 614 23
M41 PATS–Alcohol, particle counts 620 20
M41PATS–Alcohol must be pure 619 46
M42–Intercom hookups 614 41
M45–No optical insert mount 623 48
Second skin removal 620 20
METEOROLOGY EQUIPMENT
Wet bulb thermometer parts 620 55
MINE CLEARING EQUIPMENT
MICLIC–Trailer axle seal 623 26
Mine plow depth indicator 616 2
MISSILE, AVENGER
Battery box corrosion fix 623 13
M3P gun maintenance 614 13
M3P spring, feed chute, missile latches 624 14
Remote control care 617 14
Seats, antenna, IFF connector 623 10
Sight covers, cleaning 615 12
MISSILE, HELLFIRE
Launcher PM 618 10
MISSILE, JAVELIN
BB-2590/U battery not used 622 61
MISSILE, LINEBACKER
Linebacker system maintenance 619 12
MISSILE, PATRIOT
Door latch pins, ECS water intrusion 624 17
Torque bolt lubing 620 19
Water damage, cleaning 620 18
MLRS
Bolts needed, CB reservoir vent 624 6
Cable adapter, spare road wheel 614 16
Electronic box protection 618 13
Engine fire extinguisher nozzle 625 26
Fuel pump matched to engine 617 5

Generator PM 620 6
Single pin track assembly 620 5
Travel lock, blast door lube 624 16
Vaneaxial fan replacements 620 60
MORTARS
M120/M121–Misfire warning decals 615 17
M31 Computer TM changes 622 19
NBC EQUIPMENT
Chemical Hotline 623 61
Internet site for help 615 47
M256 tickets replaced by M256A1 623 48
NBC Hotline 614 23
NIGHT VISION EQUIPMENT
AN/PVS-4–Mounting on M240, M249 620 17
AN/PVS-5–Shipping & storage 621 45
AN/PVS-14--Filter tightening 619 45
AN/PVS-14–Hard side case 622 45
AN/PVS-14–Mount for ACH 621 45
Sights used with small arms 616 12
PACKAGING
Packing small arms for deployment 622 16
Shipping containers 625 46
PAINT
Shop floor paint 614 51
Water-dispersal CARC introduced 621 8
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT
Carabiner sources 624 51
Goggles 614 48
Personal hygiene packs 619 54
PISTOLS
M9–Magazine care 618 14
POSITION AZIMUTH DETERMINING SYS
Where to send broken components 622 21
POWER PLANTS
Power plants versus power units 623 46
PS MAGAZINE
2003 index 614 27
Articles for emailing 615 60
Articles to save, email 618 51
Distribution to deployed units 619 61
Issues are online 619 1
PS Hot Topics web page 622 26
Web address change 622 61
PUBLICATIONS
Two levels of maintenance 619 60
SMR codes 616 54
USAPD web address 620 57
RADIAC EQUIPMENT
AN-174A/PD–Replaced by AN/VDR-2 622 44
Storage tips, checking 614 22
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RADIO SETS
AN/GRC-103–Tap meter to free 619 43
AN/PRC-112–Temperature problems 618 44
AN/PRC-127EF NSN 618 43
AN/VRC-12–Cleaning, connectors 616 45
RT-1539A–Repair terminals 621 42
RADIO SET, SINCGARS
Amplifier-oscillator turn-ins 614 61
ASIP–BA-5390/U gives more time 618 42
Contact cleaning 618 40
Loudspeaker draining battery 617 43
Loudspeaker mounting parts 621 44
LS-671 power cable removal 621 44
Radio-to-gun display unit cable 615 41
RF cables and antenna checks 621 40
RIFLE, M16-SERIES
Adapter rail system corrections 625 61
Adapter rail system mounting 623 14
Backup iron sight 624 21
Bag to protect 617 16
Barrel looseness check 620 16
Cleaning kit–No, order parts 622 17
Firing pin dents rounds 625 2
Light to check chamber 616 15
M16, M4, M203–Differences 615 13
M16A4 storage 619 15
ROCKET LAUNCHER
Loading and unloading rockets 622 38
SAFETY
Messages by email 620 58
Overhead power line safety 623 44
Radiation safety web site 623 45
SCRAPER, EARTHMOVER, 621B
Brakes, wheel nuts, bolt torque 618 24
Cab insulation replacement 619 20
Emergency fuel shutoff cable 619 23
SECURITY EQUIPMENT
Fuel tanker security 622 56
SENTINEL RADAR SYSTEM
Door seals, brake fluid, wheel bearing 625 8
SHELTERS
Moisture inside 616 42
Power entry box water damage 619 42
Rooftop storage 616 44
S-805/G–Door seal adjustment 617 44
SHOTGUN
Mossberg 500/590–Manuals 620 61
SMALL ARMS
AN/PEQ-2A aiming light mounts 624 18
Desert maintenance info 623 17

Fabricated weapons racks 619 16
Gauge inspections 625 4
M16, M4, M203–Differences 615 14
Night sight applications 616 12
Packing for deployment 622 16
Sand removal, protecting from 624 20
Sight mounting guide website 622 18
Sight use training 625 6
Small arms integration book link 625 60
Tool kit checklist 617 19
Ultrasonic cleaning  not allowed 617 18
SMALL EMPLACEMENT EXCAVATOR
Brake indicator line, park brake cable 617 20
Bucket care, travel lock 624 22
Clutch, 4-wheel drive tips 620 24
Electrical system wiring diagram 615 61
Engine oil filter 625 61
Paint preparations 615 24
Spare tire tiedown 623 23
Tire pressure stenciled on body 620 25
SMART
SMART winners list 617 56
STEAM CLEANER
Commercial manuals, parts 625 50
STRYKER ICV
Air brake use 620 3
Bore sight removal 621 3
Coolant level checks 621 2
CTIS symbols explained 623 2
Differential bolt check 621 4
Driver’s entry step 624 3
Engine NO STEP zone 620 3
Environmental cover needed 624 3
Fuel tank pressure relief valves 622 4
Hull drain plugs 622 2
OBOE–Oil ends up in fuel 623 3
Oil level checks 619 2
Oil use from OBOE corrected 624 60
Ramp PM and safety tips 619 6
Seat belt damage 624 2
Steering linkage damper rod 622 3
Transfer case shifting procedure 619 5
Turbocharger startup and shutdown 619 9
Viewer cleaning methods 620 2
Wheel hub draining tool 619 8
Wheel lug nut torque 625 21
SUPPLY
Barcode labels, reader 620 56
Essentiality code tables 620 57
Guidon, case NSNs 620 59
Price challenge on-line 617 50
PT badge NSN 620 56
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Required delivery dates 617 54
RF ID tags 615 52
SSNS versus FED LOG prices 615 53
Turn-in of parts before redeployment 617 61
USAPD new address 620 57
SUPPLY EXCELLENCE AWARDS
2003 Supply Excellence winners 614 57
2004 award submission planning 619 61
2004 award submissions 621 60
2004 Supply Excellence winners 625 58
TANK, M1-SERIES
Ammo compartment dessicant 617 3
Ammo door lubing, latch 622 6
Ammo selector 616 3
AN/VAS-5A viewer for Marines only 618 61
Bore evacuator o-ring check 615 2
Desert track checks 618 2
Driver’s hatch periscopes 616 5
Exhaust outlet for inside operation 620 4
FRH specification changed 624 61
GPS sight body sealing 618 9
Gun elevation lock safety spring 621 6
Hoffman fire simulator device 617 2
Machine gun–Wobbly mounts 615 2
Mine plow access plate checks 625 20
Mine plow depth indicator 616 2
NBC System–Water infiltration 625 18
Oil can point lubing 625 19
Quieter sprocket 624 61
Race ring lubing revisited 620 61
Recoil fluid sponge 624 4
Recoil system air bleeding 617 4
Redesigned turret networks box 623 61
Shipping containers 619 10
Tank rounds–Primer caution revised 620 60
Tow pintle lubing 625 21
Turret floor painting 616 4
Turret, gun tube locked for travel 623 7
TENTS
LAMS--Parts, maintenance 617 57
Rope lock 615 59
Zipper lube 615 60
TEST EQUIPMENT
Authorization needed for PBOs 617 55
Fuel injector test set turnin 621 13
SPORT, MSD–Card damage 622 14
SPORT–Warranty info 622 15
TIRES
Split-ring inflation 615 10
Tire cage NSNs 615 11
TOOLS
GMTK–Tool warranty 620 54

Jack stand capacity marked 625 17
Puller kit–5180-00-313-9496 624 26
Radiator testing kit–Adapter needed 616 19
SECM, BEOD–Rear door closing 616 20
Stripped thread repair kit 623 61
Thread repair kit 620 55
Wheel lift use 621 12
TRACTOR, D7E/F/G
D7G–Paint on hydraulic rods 617 22
D7G–Water pump 625 60
Rear winch cable parts 616 24
Transmission screen magnets 616 22
TRAILERS
M101A2/A3–Cargo box U-bolt 623 20
M101/M116–Parking brake strut 616 60
M149A1 Water–90o elbow NSN 623 20
M989A1 HEMAT–Towbar lubing 624 11
M1022 Dolly set–Wheel seals 616 61
M1022–BII changes 615 61
M1112–Brake shoes 615 61
M116A3–Brake cable 623 20
Water trailers–Chiller NSN 620 13
Water trailers--Cold weather PM 624 12
TRAILERS, SEMI
Decking preservative 625 60
M1000–Brake housing backing plate 614 60
M1000–Platform steering retaining 623 20
M872/A1/A2–Axle NSN 616 60
M870/M870A1–Decking 617 12
M871A2–Light resistors 623 21
M871A2–Panel quick release pin 616 61
M967A1–Engine glow plug kit 623 20
TRAINING
Radio set online tutorials 615 54
TRUCK,  M878 YARD TRACTOR
Tire NSN 623 20
TRUCK, 1 1/4-TON, HMMWV
60-amp generator shield 625 61
Air cleaner precleaner NSN 617 13
Brake fluid contamination 620 61
Camouflage & storage rack 616 19
Engine/transmission stand 615 61
Governor must be maintained 624 10
Halfshaft bolt checks 625 10
HMMWV snowplowing video 616 60
M9Pedestal–Base to strenghen bed 620 11
Precleaner NSN 619 61
Seatbelt NSNs 614 60
‘Super-Swamper’ tires banned 624 61
Shipping containers 619 10
Tie rod end lubing in the desert 625 12
Turnbutton for soft cover 621 13
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Weapons shield ordering info 620 10
TRUCK, 2 1/2-TON, M44-SERIES
Cargo cover listing 618 16
Rear axle cork gasket 623 21
Shipping containers 619 10
Tire NSN 623 20
TRUCK, 5-TON, GENERAL
Cargo cover listing 618 16
Dump trucks–Hinge pin lube 625 13
Shipping containers 619 10
TRUCK, 5-TON, M939-SERIES
Four-post ring mount 616 16
M939A2–Thermostat NSN 623 21
Shackle pin 623 21
Shipping containers 619 10
TRUCK, FMTV
Cab air springs use 625 16
Desert tan covers 616 60
GAA NSNs 624 61
TRUCK, HEMTT
Air restriction indicator 623 18
Ammo sling inspection 622 10
Boom wire rope installation 625 14
Brake line gladhands 623 19
Crane outrigger use 617 11
Front fuel tank spring check 616 18
Fuel cap checks 621 13
M978 parts TM 614 60
M984 Wrecker–Crane turntable lubing 623 18
M985/M985A1–HIAB crane cable 615 13
Tanker–Pressure differential gauge 617 10
TRUCK, M1070 HET
Battery disconnect switch 624 61
Diesel engine slobber prevention 614 10
Tachometer kit 614 60
Winch O-ring NSN 614 12
TRUCK, M915-SERIES
BII 12-volt cable 614 12
Fan shroud 625 61
Fuel/water separator 623 20
M915A3 Headlight switch 616 61
M916A1/A2–Winch data plate 623 21
Seat belt NSN 616 61
TRUCK, PALLETIZED LOADING
Headlight NSN 614 60
Heater knob NSN 614 61
Parts kit for semiannual services 624 61
TRUCKS, GENERAL
Cargo cover tiedowns 618 17
Fuel tanker security 622 56
Split rim wheel inflation 615 10

Tiedown kit 620 12
Tire cage NSNs for big tires 615 11
Washer fluid NSNs 615 60
Wheel lift use 621 12
VEHICLE, FIGHTING, M2/M3 BRADLEY
Bolt removal tool kit 623 6
Cargo hatch spring replacement 621 5
Driver compass circuit breaker 625 22
Fuel filter draining 622 5
Fuel pump matched to engine 617 5
ISU door stops 616 6
Linebacker–General PM 616 10
Linebacker system maintenance 619 12
M242 gun--Dummy rounds 624 5
M242 gun––Voltages, transmission 623 4
M2A3/M3A3–Replacement engine 620 60
Single-pin track assembly 620 5
Straps–NSNs and locations 625 22
Track PM and inspection 614 2
Turret repair–Pick up tools 615 7
Turret travel lock adjustments 614 8
Vaneaxial fan replacements 620 60
Weapons control box failures 624 5
VEHICLE, RECOVERY, M88A1
APU hydraulic pump fittings 622 61
Circuit breaker 615 60
Desert track checks 618 2
Final drive spline alignment 616 7
Hull access plates, plugs needed 621 7
Shipping containers 619 10
VEHICLES, COMBAT
A-20 heater–Welding precaution 614 9
Dome light parts 615 4
Shipping containers for assemblies 619 10
VEHICLES, GENERAL
A-20–Fuel line connecting 623 9
AOAP sampling pump O-rings 614 47
Dome light parts 615 4
Ground power unit 622 8
Shipping containers for assemblies 619 10
WATER CHILLERS
Chiller NSN 620 13
WATER PURIFICATION UNITS
600-GPH–Caps, plugs for lines 617 23
600-GPH–Deionization cartridge 615 18
Glycerin for gaskets 615 25
WHEELED VEHICLES
Tire and wheel assemblies 618 61
WIRE & EQUIPMENT
Field wire check, repairs, NSNs 615 42
LC-240/U Climber set parts 625 51
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Aircraft Avionics…

Don’t turn in avionic components to your AVIM shop for repair without the right

paperwork, mechanics.

For example, aviation night vision goggles are showing up at AVIM shops with

no paperwork. Without a completed DA FORM 2408-30, NVG INSPECTION AND

MAINTENANCE RECORD, for night vision goggles, AVIM can’t fix them.

Also, if AVIM cannot identify what’s wrong with a component, they won’t repair

it! They’ll return it to the unit not fixed.

No paperwork or poorly filled out paperwork only slows down turn-around time!

Poor turn-around time leads to not-mission-ready equipment. 

if you need
help, DA PAM
738-751 gives

you the
details on
what to do.

for example, aviation
night vision goggles need

a completed da form
2408-30, NVG inspection
and maintenance record,

for avim to fix them.

something’s
wrong with

these goggles. 

I’m gonna send ‘em
to AVIM… they can
fix the problem…
whatever it is…

other-
wise, you’re
wasting
your time!

big
mistake!

Paperwork First!
Then Send components

you do the
paperwork

for goggles
repair first.



Dear Rotor,
Flying in sandy desert conditions clogs the Kiowa’s barrier filters

faster than you can say “Hooah.”  
So, we service, change, clean or shake out the primary filters more

than usual to keep clean air going into the engine. 
But because the clogging is so much of a problem, we also remove the

blast shield
(part of the
engine cowling)
to expose part
of the primary
filter. This
allows some of
the sand and
dust to blow by
and not collect
and clog the
filter so fast.
It sure helps
keep us flying.

Sergeant Batrony
Hunter AAF, GA

Dear SGT Batrony,

Good work! Great idea to remove the cowling to extend the usefulness of the pri-

mary filters.

Here are some other ideas to help you keep the filters clean:

• Do your full service

cleaning of the EBF system

like it says in Para 4-2-14 of

TM 1-1520-248-23 IETM

and the commercial manu-

al. To shake out sand and

dirt from the primary filter,

use the shaker tool

described in the EBF filter

system manual. 

• Keep a cover on the bleed air filter to protect it when your bird is not flying. 

• NSN 6850-01-514-3592 brings

the 5-gal filter cleaning solvent.

NSN 9150-01-514-3640 brings

the 5-gal filter oil.

• Contact Tamara Sission of AFS

at (636) 498-6003 ext. 218 and

use quotation #200221 (29 Jan

03) to get your deployment kit

containing pliers to straighten out

filter pleats.  

PS 626 JAN 0537PS 626 JAN 0536

OH-58D…

Clean filter like IETM and commercial manual says

Order air filter oil and cleaner by NSN

After full service
cleaning, oil
primary filter
like IETM says

When the bird is
not in use, cover

the bleed air filter
for protection

• For a copy of the EBF filter system com-

mercial manual, the shaker training course

or the CD, contact Ray Hensley, at (256)

955-7441, DSN 645-7441 or email 

raymond.hensley@

peoavn.redstone.army.mil

My EBF filters
are clogging
too fast in
this desert!

some of the
sand can blow
past the filter.

don’t worry, taking
off your blast shield

will do the trick.



Aviation folks, take a close look at your aviation battle dress uniforms (ABDUs).

Does the fabric look tattered and worn out? 

If it does, the thermal protection the ABDUs provide has been reduced, too. Have

your aviation life support officer determine if your ABDUs still meet serviceability

requirements or whether they should be condemned.

ABDUs will be condemned when they no longer present an acceptable military

appearance from the standpoint of structural integrity. That means they are too thin

to provide thermal protection from an external flame source. 

Rips and tears in

the fabric or seams

should be repaired

like it says in Chapter

22 of TM 10-8400-

201-23. Ripped or

torn ABDUs should

be condemned if they

are unrepairable or if

the number of patch-

es needed reduces the

military appearance

of the ABDUs.

PS 626 38

you look a little
worn out!

you talkin’
‘bout me or my

uniform?

he’d better check
in with the aviation

life support officer
and make sure that
uniform still meets

the standard.

Make a note of this
info. it will be added in
the next change to TM

10-8400-201-23.

ABDU tattered,
worn or ripped?
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Fight Insect Attacks
After a forced landing in the boonies, the last
thing a flight crew needs is to be bothered by
insects. Order insect repellant, NSN 6840-01-452-
9582, for the primary survival gear carrier (PSGC)
vest. And don’t leave home without it.

Kiowa Warrior
MMS Desiccant

Stop ordering desiccant container, NSN 6850-01-
214-3682, for the MMS shroud because the desic-
cant breaks down too quickly. Use NSN 6850–01-
456–0554. It is now the only authorized non-
refillable desiccant container for the Kiowa
Warrior’s mast-mounted sight shroud. This con-
tainer should be replaced only when the majority
of the desiccant granules are pink. 

Under-floor Paint
You can’t get the white epoxy paint for the 
CH-47D cabin under-floor area top coat listed in
TM 55-1520- 240-23-1 and -2. Here are the glossy
white paint replacement NSNs you can order:
8010-01-383-7889, 2 qt; 8010-01-414-8439, 1 gal;  
8010-01-350-4734, 2 gal.

Aviation Life
Support Equipment 

If you’re looking for size 12 flight gloves, order
with NSN 8415-01-482-8420. And for all your avi-
ation life support equipment (ALSE) needs, check
out the new FM 3-04.508, Aviation Life Support
Maintenance Management and Training
Programs. The new FM supercedes FM 1-508,
dated 1 Mar 2000.

Apache Chock Block
Apache crews, finding the right size chock for
your bird is like looking for a needle in a
haystack. Yes, you can locally make them, but
here’s one that’s a perfect fit. Order the 14x6x4-in
wood chock with a cotton rope with NSN 1730-
00-294-3695.

good
grief!
first

the hard
landing…
and now
this!!
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Electrical Connectors…

The pins in electrical connectors must stand straight and tall. A bent pin means

a poor connection or no connection at all. And, eventually, a bent pin becomes a

broken pin.

But straightening bent pins is not easy. The tool most often used to straighten

pins is needle-nosed pliers. That’s the wrong tool for the job. Needle-nosed pli-

ers are too big and too clumsy. While you straighten one pin, you’ll bend or

break others.

Instead, use NSN 5120-00-765-3688, to get a pin removal tool kit. The kit is

not only good for removing pins, but for straightening them, too!

The kit comes with four tips

to adjust to different pin sizes.

Just slip the right tip over the

bent pin and gently, carefully,

bend it back in shape. 

One more tip. Prevent bent

pins from happening by lining

up the keyway on a connector

with the key on the connection.

Lined up right, your pins should

always be standing at attention.

Use kit tips to straighten pins

Pins! Attention!



Uncovered battery posts can put a serious crimp in your day. 
If a piece of metal touches both terminals—or touches the positive terminal and

a ground at the same time—you get a spark.
Throw some fuel fumes or battery gases into

the mix and you’ve got a fire or an explosion. You
don’t want a fire or an explosion! 

So, order battery terminal cover, NSN 5940-00-
738-6272. You can get a pack of 10 covers for $5. 

The covers are rubber rectangles folded in the
middle with a hole in the bottom side. Just slip the
battery post into the hole, replace the cable and
you can say bye-bye to spark-related accidents.

Batteries…

Put on
battery
covers

don’t
forget

to get me
battery
terminal
covers!

readers… do
you have an idea
to share with

other soldiers?
let us hear
from you!

contact me at

half.mast@us.army.mil or

send mail to me at…

MSG Halfmast
PS, the Preventive
maintenance monthly
usamc logsa (amxls-am)
5307 sparkman circle
redstone arsenal, al

35898-5000

GOT AN IDEA TO SHARE?



The demand for long range advanced

scout surveillance system (LRAS3)

infrared night vision sight (AN/TAS-

8) repair parts is high, but the turn-in

of unserviceable parts is low.

Unserviceable parts are only unser-

viceable to you, the user. They are

fixed at depot and reissued! But they

can’t be fixed and reissued if you

don’t turn them in.  

So search your shelves and drawers

for those unserviceable parts.
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LRAS3 AN/TAS-8…

Turn In Unserviceable Parts

Look long
and hard for
these parts

that are
critically
short…

We want
AN/TAS-8s

and we want
‘em now!!

y’know, this would be a
whole lot easier if

these same guys brought in
their unserviceable parts!

Circuit cards NSN 5998-01-486-

5004

5005

5019

5020

5021

Laser rangefinder NSN 1240-01-

486-5003

506-8841

Laser optical assembly NSN 5860-01-

486-5044

506-8843

Infrared lens, NSN 5855-01-486-5022

Display unit, NSN 7025-01-486-5024

Adapter assembly, NSN 4920-01-486-5029

Adapter assembly, NSN 4920-01-494-5187

Adapter assembly, NSN 4920-01-486-5040

Electrical panel, NSN 5975-01-486-5035

Tripod mount leg, NSN 1020-01-486-5041

Inclinometer, NSN 6605-01-486-6395

Housing, NSN 5999-01-486-6396

Housing, NSN 5999-01-494-3670

Housing, NSN 5999-01-518-8796

Housing, NSN 5999-01-518-8833
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Antenna Cap Confusion
For the

As-3900A
and the

As-3684,
use me!

for the
As-3916

you'll want
to go with

me.

Every vehicular antenna needs

a tip cap for safety, but there

seems to be some confusion as

to which antenna gets which

cap. Here are the NSNs you

need to get the right cap on the

right antenna:

Antenna

AS-3900A

AS-3916  

AS-3684

Tip Cap NSN

5999-01-313-0458

5340-01-381-5666

5999-01-313-0458

Attention MSE
units… Masthead

caps, NSN 5340-01-
270-5083, keep the

weather and the dirt
out of mastheads

when the aB-1339/G
antenna is stored on
trailers. Use them!

the As-3684
antenna does

not have
high voltage

protection and
will soon be
obsolete.

replace it when
you can with the

As-3900A.

The caps just
push on and stay

in place.
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Jeweler’s Screwdriver Set…

Have
We Got
a Deal
for
You!

For just a little
more than the cost
of a super-sized

burger, biggie fries,
extra-large drink
and a cherry pie,…

if you already
have the set in

one of your tool
kits, chances are
good you’ve lost

a tip or two.

“A jeweler’s
screwdriver set

will come in
handy over and
over again when

working with
small screws in
tight places.”

“The set, NSN 5120-00-288-8739, comes
with six blades—.025, .040, .055, .070, .080,

and .100 inches.”

“The blades are flat-tipped, and 2 3/4-inch
long. the whole screwdriver is 3 3/4-inch

long including the chuck-type,
knurled handle and the blade.

…you can now
own your very
own jeweler’s
screwdriver

set. 

“Yep, about
$10 is all
it costs!”

the good news is you
can replace them!

NSN
5120-00-180-

0705

0706

0727

0728

0729

0730

Tip
width

.025 

.040

.055

.070

.080

.100
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SB-22 Switchboard…

The SB-22 switchboard has three binding posts on its back. These posts let you hook
up distant phones.

Replacing the binding posts is a tough task, because the NSN for the posts is not in
the parts manuals.

However, we’ve got it! Order a binding post with NSN 5940-00-272-1477. Each
post costs around $7, which is a small price to pay to get out of—or get into—a bind.

Replacement ID plates
come from PM Sensors
and Lasers at Ft. Belvoir.
To get one, your unit must
tell them the type of NVG
and the serial number. They
will also need the address
and phone number of a 
unit POC. 

Just call the POC at DSN
654-1903 or (703) 704-
1903. Or email her at:

sandy.braithwaite@
nvl.army.mil

Night Vision Devices…

Data Plate Details
Need to replace a missing
or damaged identification
data (ID) plate on your

anviS, sns, mnvd, or nvgs?

Boy,
do I!

45

I don’t think
the nsns for
new binding
posts are in

here…

no…
but this
has it!



Operators, here are some quick pointers that will link you up to the right PM on

the dozer’s throttle linkage.

A Stuck Lever
Moisture and mud corrode the linkage for the governor control lever (throttle).

Enough corrosion causes the lever to push or pull sluggishly, erratically or not at all.

A stuck lever isn’t much good when you need to increase or decrease engine speed

during construction operations.

Wipe off the dozer’s throttle

with a brush or clean rag. Then

spray a shot of lubricating

spray, NSN 9150-00-458-0075.

Work the throttle lever back and

forth a few times.

Make sure to spray the link-

age at every scheduled service.

Lube puts the slide and glide

back into the linkage for smooth

operation.

No Step Here
The throttle linkage looks like a convenient footrest while working on the engine. 

Problem is, all that weight will

bend the linkage and its swivel arms.

The end result is erratic move-

ment—not good! If you see wear

marks on the linkage, it’s the tell-tale

sign that someone’s boot was there.

So keep your boot off the linkage

when cleaning or doing maintenance

or a PMCS check.

D7G Tractors…

PM Link for Linkage

Spray lube here… …and here

uh-oh! this
linkage looks
corroded!

so, how
can I

prevent
that?

ouch!
you’re

breaking
my back!!



Operators, don’t skip the lube for these two grease fittings. They usually get over-

looked during scheduled services.

Sprocket Bearings
The dozer’s drive sprocket bearings take the brunt while working in sand and mud.

Sand and water get past the seals and into the

bearings. That combo causes corrosion and grinds

the bearing’s polished surfaces. Those worn bear-

ings let the dozer’s track get out of alignment,

causing excessive wear and tear on the vehicle’s

undercarriage components.

To head off problems, lube the bearings every

time you finish a day’s run in sand, mud or water.

With a hand grease gun, give the sprocket’s fitting

four or five shots of grease.

Fan Pulley Bearings
The fan pulley’s grease fitting is hidden

behind the fan blades. That means it’s out

of sight unless you hop up on the track,

reach in, and find it.

Without lube, the bearings seize up.

Then the blade stops turning freely, let-

ting the engine and transmission overheat. 

Keep the fan pulley bearing lubed.

During scheduled services, give the fitting

four to five pumps of grease.
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D7G Tractors…

Fittings Need Lube

Pump grease in here

Lube fan pulley bearings

here are two
lube spots

ya don’t
wanna miss!
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M40/M42-Series Protective Masks…

You and your
M40/M42 mask

can both breathe
easier if you take

a deep breath
and read and

remember these
tips on mask

care…

hey, these are
good mask
tips. Now we
can breathe

easier!

No faceforms. NBC NCOs and operators, throw away

those faceforms. They're no longer considered necessary

for mask storage in the NBC room and they were never

meant to go to the field. If you need something in writing

on getting rid of the faceforms, see SBCCOM Maintenance

Advisory Message (MAM) 99-05. Your logistics assistance

representative can get you a copy. 

Store and carry your mask properly. You'll prevent most mask damage by remem-

bering these three don'ts:

Make sure the internal drink tube

is the proper length. If it touches

your face, it's too long and will irri-

tate your face when you have to

wear the mask a long time. If the

drink tube is the right length, you

should be able to push on top of the

outlet valve cover and grasp the

tube with your teeth. Your NBC

NCO can trim the tube to fit.

Anytime you get a mask that was

used by someone else, you should

also get a new drink tube. You don't

want someone's germs. Remember

there are now two different internal

drink tubes. Get the correct one. 

If you ignore any of these don'ts, count on your mask being damaged and unable

to protect you. 

• Don't fold your mask

to put it in the carrier.
• Don't put anything

in the carrier besides

the mask.

• Don't use the carrier as

a pillow or seat cushion.

stop
folding
me! that
hurts!!

ow!! hey!
I’m not
a seat

cushion!

sorry,
there’s just
room in here

for me.

g’wan!
leave! we
don’t want
you here,

face form!

Drink tube shouldn’t touch your face
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‘I can't hear you.’ If you hear that a lot from your fellow soldiers, you need the

amplifier, NSN 5996-01-381-9012. It amplifies your voice enough that you don't

need to shout. 

Look for the bumps on the front and side

voicemitters. The four bumps on both

voicemitters should point out. The side

voicemitter is often installed backwards and

then your mask won't be able to protect you. 

Check for the outlet valve disk. If

it's missing, torn, or not seated tight

in the outlet valve body, you'll have

no protection. 

Riot Control Disperser NSNs Change
The individual riot control agent disperser has been
changed from Federal Supply Class V (ammunition)
to Class II (individual equipment). As a result, these
are the new NSNs for the dispersers.

Bumps should point out

Outlet valve disk seated,
in good shape?

I said it’s
two more
miles!

yeah,
two more
piles of
what!?

get an
amplifier to
help commu-

nications.

• pepper, NSN 1040-01-501-4380

• tear gas, NSN 1040-01-501-4384

• simulant, NSN 1040-01-501-4423



S ome new headgear is making its debut in the Army. Called the advanced combat

helmet (ACH), it’s replacing the old PASGT kevlar helmet. Maybe you haven’t seen

an ACH yet, but it’s not too soon to get acquainted. Here are some of its features:

• lighter than the old helmet

• improved ballistic protection

• padded to better protect your
head against impacts in any kind
of operation: riding in vehicles,
kicking down doors or jumping out
of aircraft.

• allows you to hear better because
the sides are cut a bit higher than
those of the old helmet

• because the ACH has no visor,
it gives you an unobstructed field
of view

• suspension pads give you a snug,
stable, more comfortable fit

• night vision goggles remain stable
as well
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Advanced Combat Helmet…

I’m glad
we’ve got
these new
helmets,

sir!

right,
private…

these
new ach
helmets

are
great!



Pads

Other Parts
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Ladder lock,

NSN 8470-01-506-6451, holds the

chinstrap webbing and hooks onto the

p-clamp. The NSN brings a box of 

50 locks.

Eyewear retention straps

come in green, NSN 8415-01-487-1605,

or tan, NSN 8415-01-521-8801. Each

NSN brings a pair of straps.

They mount to the rear of the helmet

and hold your combat eyewear straps

in place.

Four-point chin strap

comes in two sizes:

medium/large, NSN 8470-01-476-2605,

and X-large, NSN 8470-01-519-4200.

P-clamp,

NSN 8470-01-506-6625, mounts the

ladder lock to the shell. The NSN

brings a box of 50 clamps.

Covers
Helmet covers are reversible, with woodland camouflage on one side and desert

on the other. They come with a communications flap for storing commo cables.

They're available

in two sizes:

medium/large and

large/x-large. 

Description

Set
Set
Circular crown
Circular crown
Trapezoidal
Trapezoidal
Oblong/oval
Oblong/oval

Pad thickness
in inches

NSN
8470-01-

3/4 (size 6)
1 (size 8)
3/4 (size 6)
1 (size 8)
3/4 (size 6)
1 (size 8)
3/4 (size 6)
1 (size 8)

476-5643
476-5648
506-6626
506-6627
506-6851
506-6855
506-6454
506-6456 

You can order suspension pads individually or in sets of seven. Each set includes

one circular crown pad, two trapezoidal pads and four oblong/oval pads. Pads

come in two sizes: 3/4-in thick (size 6) or 1-in thick (size 8).

Description

Woodland/desert (reversible)
with communications flap
for storing commo cables

Woodland/desert
with communications flap

Size NSN
8415-01

Medium/large

Large/X-large

487-1612

515-4663

Helmets

Pads come in two

thicknesses:

3/4-in thick (also known

as size 6), and 1-in thick

(also known as size 8).

Helmet parts are also

available, including

covers, pads, straps,

hook and loop fasteners

(hook disks), mounting

hardware and more.

Shell size

Medium
Medium
Large
Large
X-large
X-large

Pad thickness
in inches

NSN
8470-01-

3/4 (size 6)
1 (size 8) 
3/4 (size 6) 
1 (size 8) 
3/4 (size 6) 
1 (size 8) 

506-6369
506-6373
506-6375
506-6377
513-6411
513-6414

Each helmet
NSN brings you a
green shell with

one hole for
the night vision
goggle bracket. 

You also
get a chin-
strap and a
set of seven
suspension

pads.



Mounting screw,

NSN 8470-01-506-6503, and nut, NSN

8470-01-506-6488, attach the p-clamp to

the shell. Each NSN brings a box of 50.

Mounting screw set,

NSN 8470-01-476-5631, includes

four of each of the following:

p-clamps, ladder locks,

mounting screws and nuts.

Helmet parts kit,

NSN 8470-01-506-6721,

contains:

• nine sets of 3/4-in thick pads

• one set of 1-in thick pads

• 400 hook fastener tape disks

• 10 four-point chinstraps

• 10 mounting screw sets

• 10 reversible

(woodland/desert) 

helmet covers

When the
Army fields

the ACH, your
unit will
receive a

helmet parts
kit for every
100 helmets

fielded to it.

for full
operating

instructions
for the ACH,
see TM 10-

8470-204-10.

Calipers,

NSN 5210-01-434-9493, and a measuring tape, NSN 8315-00-782-3520, are used

to measure the head for a correct fit.

Night vision goggles

front bracket kit,

NSN 5340-01-509-1467,

includes a bracket with

a threaded post and

screw for mounting it

to your helmet.

Hook fastener tape (hook disks),

NSN 8470-01-506-6742, holds the suspension pads

in place. The disks have adhesive backing that sticks

to the inside of the shell. The other side of the disks

are made of hook fastener. The pads are covered

with loop fabric on one side, and they cling to the

hook fastener. The NSN brings a roll of 500 disks.

JAN 0554



Decals

Insulated food
  container with
  inserts
Instructions
  for use

NSN 7690-01-

224-6411

220-3274
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Food Containers…

ALiVE and KiCKiNG
He’s a real
old-timer,… 

me
and
you

both,
pal!

{ahem}… the
insulated food

container,
NSN 7330-00-
238-2411 has
been around
forever…

…And
with age
comes
wear
and

tear.

“But you can keep the container
alive and kicking with the right

replacement parts.”

You won’t
find a TM
for it, so
here are
NSNs for

the parts…

Part

Complete insert
  (includes cover
  and gasket)
Insert cover
Insert cover gasket 
Outer cover gasket

NSN

7330-00-243-3253

7330-00-243-3254
5330-00-032-2721
5330-00-032-2722

Come and get
it before we
throw it out!

need decals for
the container?

use these nsns…

Insert
cover
gasket

Outer 
cover
gasket 

Inserts

Insert cover
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NSN for
Medical Litter

Need a folding medical litter? NSN 6530-01-380-
7309 brings you a litter with adjustable nylon
handles, aluminum poles and polypropylene
cover. It’s also painted with chemical-resistant
agents, so you can decontaminate it. For more
information, call Jim Grugan, (215) 737-9097, or
Carolyn Fugarino, (215) 737-7897, at the Defense
Supply Center Philadelphia.

MSDS Websites

Looking for material safety data sheets
(MSDS)? Here are three websites to get
you started. The first one is the official
DoD website for MSDS.

http://www.dlis.dla.mil/
hmirs/default.asp

http://www.lhbindustries.com

http://www.hazard.com

Combat Lifesaver Aid Bag…

On Pages 54-55 of PS 612 we published an article about stocking the combat life-

saver aid bag, NSN 6545-01-254-9551. The article listed the medical items and

quantities required for each bag. It reflected the prescribed packing list.

• diazepam injection, syringe with needle,

NSN 6505-01-274-0951

• atropine injection, syringe with needle,

NSN 6505-00-926-9083

Diazepam is a controlled substance and

it’s not issued with the bag. But it is an item

needed for deployment or a training exercise.

Atropine is not a controlled substance. The

combat lifesaver aid bag is typically issued

with atropine. But in some cases, the atropine

gets removed somewhere in the supply chan-

nel before the bag reaches the combat life-

saver.

Diazepam and atropine are used to offset

the effects of chemical agents.

So if you’re short either diazepam or

atropine, submit a requisition to your medical

supply people.

You can find a digital
copy of the FM at:

http://atiam.train.army.mil/
portal/index.jsp

Once
there, click
on Library
Search to
find the FM.

For more information
on stocking the combat life-
saver aid bag, see Appendix

C of FM 4-02.4, Medical
Platoon Leader’s Handbook. 

But
that’s

not the
whole
story. 

Two items in particular may
be missing when you receive

your bag. They are…

where
did those
syringes

go?

guards!
quick… gimme

the diazepam!

not ‘til you
gimme the

atropine!!

if you’re issued
a bag without all
the items or the
right quantities,
you’ll need to
order them. 
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NSN

7530-01-498-1873
7530-01-505-3661

7520-01-498-1876
7520-01-498-2079
7510-01-498-1880

7530-01-498-2081

7530-01-505-3665

7510-01-498-2077

7510-01-505-3664

7530-01-498-2085

7530-01-498-2084

7530-01-498-2083

7530-01-498-2082

7530-01-498-2080

7530-01-505-3705

7530-01-498-2078

7530-01-505-3660

Item

Tactical field book, green
Tactical field book, tan
Loose leaf sheets, green,
   4 5/8” x 7” (100 per pack) 
Loose leaf sheets, tan,
   4 5/8” x 7” (100 per pack) 
Field ring binder, green,
   5 5/8” x 7 3/4” 
Field ring binder, tan,
   5 5/8” x 7 3/4” 
Copier paper, green,
   8 1/2” x 11” (200 sheets per pack) 
Copier paper, green,
   11” x 17” (200 sheets per pack) 
Copier paper, white,
   8 1/2” x 11” (200 sheets per pack) 
Copier paper, white,
   11” x 17” (200 sheets per pack) 
Shirt pocket notebook, green,
   3” x 5” 
Shirt pocket notebook, tan,
   3” x 5” 
Hip pocket notebook, green,
   4” x 6” 
Hip pocket notebook, tan,
   4” x 6” 
All-weather pen, black ink 
All-weather bullet pen 
All-weather pen refill, black ink 
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Personal Gear…

Dear Editor,
Notes concerning our unit and

its mission, sketches of terrain,
comments about weapon
systems-that’s the kind of stuff
I jot down when our unit goes to
the field. The trouble comes when
I take notes while huddled outside
in rain or snow. Ink runs, lead
pencils smear, paper tears.

I need outdoor writing products
made specially for people who
write outdoors. One such line of
products I’ve found is called Rite
in the Rain. Their website is:
http://www.riteintherain.com

Rite in the Rain makes water-
resistant, camo-tinted paper
products for writing field notes in
all kinds of weather. They also
offer field ring binders, copier
paper, all-weather pens and
tactical reference cards.
Some of their items have NSNs.
Others do not. Here are the ones
that currently carry NSNs:

CPT David J. Spess
164th Maintenance Co. (DS)
Ft Lewis, WA

gah!!
there’s gotta
be something
better I can
use to take

notes!

now this
is what I’m

talking
about!

Field book Memo book Loose leaf sheets Tactical reference guides Pocket notebooks All-weather pens



Dear Half-Mast,
I have an M923 5-ton truck

that’s missing a fire extinguisher.
This is an Authorized Additional
Item, not a BII item. PS 584,
Page 60, tells me it’s not
essential and therefore the truck
is FULLY MISSION CAPABLE,
unless it’s hauling passengers
or flammables.

However, the TM 9-2320-
272-10 PMCS, item 14, shows
it NMC if the fire extinguisher is
missing. I maintain that entry is
there for the wrecker, but my
quality assurance folks disagree. 

What is PS Magazine’s
opinion? FMC or NMC? 

M.R.

Dear Mr. M.R.,

You’ve asked a good question, and

the answer is your vehicle is fully mis-

sion capable without the fire

extinguisher. TACOM provided

this response:

“The 5-ton truck team agrees with

PS 584 and TM 9-2320-272-10, PMCS

Table 2-3, Item 10, as currently written.

The NOTE preceding Item 10 refers to

the M934 expansible van and the M936

wrecker. The NMC criteria in the right

hand column of Table 2-3 pertain only

to the M934 and M936 described

above.”
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Fire Extinguishers…

so?
who’s
right? 

here’s the
scoop from

tacom.

You’re
reading the
TM wrong!

my m923 doesn’t
need a fire extinguisher
to be mission capable.

well, the tm
says it’s nmc if
it doesn’t have
an extinguisher!

Mission Capable or Not?



Parts Cleaning Can

Get a bench-type safety can that’s used for
cleaning small parts with NSN 4940-00-684-
0580. The can stands 6 3/4 inches high and 11 3/4
inches across and holds up to two gallons of
cleaning solvent. It comes with side handles and
a hinged lid. Appendix A of CTA 50-970 is your
ordering authority.

Coming Soon to an
ALSE Shop Near You

ALSE techs, if you’ve been wishing for a sewing
machine to make repairs to your equipment, your
wish is coming true. PM Air Warrior is fielding a
sewing machine. The NSN is 3530-00-892-4629.
It’ll be added in the next change to TM 10-8400-
201-23, General Repair Procedures For Clothing.
For survival kits check out TM 55-1680-317-23&P.

Paladin NATO
Slave Receptacle

Need a new cap for one of the NATO
slave receptacles on your M109A6
Paladin? Item 14 in Fig 113 of TM 9- 2350-
314-24P-1 indicates you need to order a
new receptacle to get the cap. You don’t.
A new cap, including the cord and hard-
ware, comes with NSN 5340-01-059-0114.

UHF Radio Checks in Tailcone

In PS 622, Page 35, we gave you the incorrect radio for the Black Hawk. It should be the
AN/ARC-164 VHF FM radio. It’s also incorrect to state that if the UHF radio does not work, the
bird is NMC. The final answer is: all aircraft must have an operational UHF or VHF radio to oper-
ate. But, one inoperable radio does not make the bird NMC.

CCE Website
Need info on maintenance, parts support,
available TMs, maintenance expenditure
limits, excess reporting, PM news or points
of contact on the Army’s commercial con-
struction equipment? Then take a look at
the following CCE website: 

http://tri.army.mil/lc/cj/cjc/cegroup.htm

OST
 CRIPTS

no… I’m certain.
‘saddle sores’
isn’t covered in
this year’s index.




